Instructions for Preparation of Midterm and Final Presentation (following the presentation guidelines of ISSCC)

- Backgrounds must be white: No background colour or pattern may be used, no standard Power Point styles

- No boarders on slides, use the area for the content of your presentation

- No company/institute logos, company/institute name only on very first slide

- No academic titles on first slide

- Text: Arial font, black colour
  - 36 to 44 point for titles
  - 36 point for sub-titles
  - 28 point for major bullets
  - 24 point for indented bullets

- Colours only in graphs and figures and only if it adds to the clarity of the presentations.
  - No light colours such as yellow and light green, because these colours are rarely visible from some distance.
  - Extra wide line width for coloured lines

- Drawings
  - All drawings have to be made with X-FIG
  - Font in figures: Helvetica
  - Use wide lines and large fonts, minimum line width 2, minimum font size, 18

- Graphs: All graphs have to be made with Matlab (no Excel), minimum font size 14

- Keep the visual simple! It is better to use a large font and two visuals than to use a small font in order to squeeze the message into one (unreadable) visual.

- Duration and number of slides
  - Midterm presentation: 15 minutes, 12 slides (max. 15)
  - Final presentation: 20 minutes, 17 slides (max. 20)